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Weekly Newsletter
Dear parents and carers,
This week Umbrella performing arts company
has given performances to some of our more
complex classes. These have been hugely
enjoyed. They are returning next week for further
performances. Letters went out yesterday with
our Christmas dates. We’re looking forward to all
the events planned.

Wednesday was no pens day promoted by the
communication trust. This is always an enjoyable
day in school.
Kevin continues to do well. He’s now heard that
his surgery won’t be until after Christmas. He’s
feeling fine and is enjoying retirement. He’s
asked me to pass on his best wishes to
everyone.
This evening is our sixth form and leavers in the
past five years disco being held on zoom. Thanks
go to the parent group for organising this. It’s
always a popular event and it’s great to be able
see everyone!
Stay safe
Eileen

Pupils of the Week
7J

Isaac—For his focus and hard word in all
lessons.

7R

Marko—For having a settled week and
coping well with change.

8A

Precious—For improved participation in
swimming and and bravely trying new
things.

8L

Phoebe—For being kind to others.

9R

Tyrell—For the huge effort he is putting
into preparing for the Christmas play.

Y9

Lamin—For his input and work in Power
Maths.

10C

Charley—For asking excellent questions in
Science.

10L

Donnell—For working hard in Enterprise.

11A Abdul—For good listening and good work.
11L

Tarique—For contributing good ideas and
responses in SoCo classes every week.

Y11

Ali—For continuous good work in all
subjects and kind behaviour towards his
classmates.

12K

Ali—For his good written work in PSHE.
Harry—For giving detailed answers when

12V asked questions during work skills.
13L

Macha—For writing all the letters of her
name.

13S

Amimul—For making everyone smile on his
return to school.

14J

Isabelle—For excellent work in Enterprise.

14L

Katherine—For being a good role model
and kind to students.

Star of the Week
Hope—For starting her travel training.

No Pens Day!
We had a wonderfulWeekly
day findingNewsletter
creative ways to work
without writing!
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